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One has to remember when one reads Rachel Tzvia Back's A Messenger Comes that art is not 

easy. Reading these poems is an experience – and often a difficult one. As William Carlos 

Williams explains: "It [Poetry] is uncertain, / can trick us and leave us / agonized." And the 

poems in A Messenger Comes frequently do just that.   

The Messenger Comes deals with life, death, grief and suffering and takes us on a 

journey that starts with hope – "Adam and Eve / dreaming" – but becomes quite harrowing: 

"…day breaks into a terrible light, / Sleep’s mercy denied." The first section "The Broken 

Beginning" portrays creativity at every level; God's and human beings'. But even here the 

creativity and power of life is uncertain and the messenger’s real message, Death, is hinted at: 

"…God / retreating / to make way / for perfect human / imperfection:"  

There are two different kinds of death poems in this volume. In "Lamentation" the poems 

express the sadness experienced due to the death of a parent. In this section "loss / installs 

itself among us…" but we recognize that "father / failing / falling" is a natural event. 

However, in "Elegy Fragments" we are taken into the heart of grief. Back's poems in memory 

of a sister who died too young, express the grief and shock we all go through when the death 

is unnatural and unfair: "You left the room in mid- / sentence. / There is only everything / left 

/ to tell you." 
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These short pieces take us to the edge of the abyss: "in the vastness of your / absence 

/ We are solitary threads now" and their poignant endings leave us tottering as the poet's 

anguish and desolation hit us in poem after poem.  

Back’s gift to the rest of us is her ability to express the heartache of loss. When she 

writes that she is "Besieged by grief / Closed to any loss but my own", she paradoxically 

brings a measure of comfort to all who have been overwhelmed by the same emotion.  

The universality and beauty conveyed in these poems link us to a basic human 

experience and as such they transcend time and place. Moreover, the bewildering, 

overwhelming pain expressed does what art is meant to do; tears at our guts, sits heavily on 

our hearts and haunts us long after we have closed the pages of the volume. As such I would 

strongly recommend that everyone let this messenger come into their lives; while there is no 

comfort in loss, there is comfort in knowing we are not alone in this emotion. Reading our 

agony so eloquently expressed in Rachel Tzvia Back’s poems can alleviate, if not the anguish, 

then the alienation brought about by these emotions.  

 

 

 


